
               Four Skills For Embodiment Around Others  
   MODULE 1: Orienting to Body Up Learning 

 
Lesson 1.1 - Safety, Safety, Safety 

 
#1. Safety First!  It is always OK to stop an exercise for any reason, or to adjust 
it so it is more physically or socially comfortable for you. Threat responses 
interfere with learning.Threat responses, including social threat responses, 
actually deprive the brain of the oxygen it needs to learn. So if you are going to 
connect and learn new skills, it is essential that you feel safe,  not just physically, 
but safe enough from shame, judgement and embarrassment.  
 
Co-regulation is only co-regulation if it is good for both people. That might 
seem simple, but often, it is not. We humans are predictably unreliable in 
speaking up for ourselves about what we need to feel safe. So, one of the skills 
we develop here is giving the body a voice around others. 
 
But it also helps to understand why we do not give voice to what we know and 
feel. It often has to do with conflict between our Body up intelligence and our top 
down social agenda. 
 
Safety from physical threat is important but so is safety from social threats, like 
looking stupid or feeling incompetent, like being judged, or shamed or rejected. 
Our bodies often show things that are legitimate, even if they are socially 
inconvenient. We may not want to admit that we are scared, or tired, that we 
need a break, or that we need to go to the bathroom or that we don’t trust 
someone. So our body up intelligence often gets ignored. To feel deeply safe, 
our bodies need to know we will not sell them out to our top down, social agenda.  
 
We humans often do things that feel bad in order to belong or to feel like we 
measure up. We may be so determined to look okay that we do not even know 
that we do not feel okay. It is important to talk about how you really feel with each 
practice, to listen to your nervous system, and to speak up for yourself. So, do 
not override your own body up boundaries. Stop and talk, don’t tolerate and 
pretend. 
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